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Introduction

The purpose of the day was to engage with working professionals in habitat mapping and
monitoring in order to set guidelines on how we will map and report change in the TALAM
project in a way that satisfies the day-to-day requirements of their positions.
The day was structured in three parts built around information exchange - the TALAM team
gave a number of presentations on current landcover mapping in Ireland (FC & BB) and the
current state-of-the-art across Europe (CR).

The group was then introduced to CrowdWise
(SG), the formal method by which we were to
ascertain and record the consensus opinion of
the group on how best to address the issues at
hand- these were laid out as in the text box.

Finally the voting process was underatken and
futher open discussion on the results leading
to the formal end of the days discussion and
common agreement that a consensus had
been reached.

CrowdWise consensus building

CrowdWise has been developed as a process
for capturing consensus on issues on which
multiple scenarios are possible. Developed by
the New Ecoomics Foundation1 it is:

“a participative method for taking
shared decisions. It produces outcomes
which the participants are more likely to
support or be able to live with. Crowd
Wise is a tested and flexible format
which can be used for a wide range of
issues and decision.”

1
http://www.neweconomics.org/publications/entry/crowd-wise

• What is the smallest area we
should map for change?

• What is the smallest area we
should map?

• How pure should a landcover be?
• How often should we map?
• How persistent should a landcover

be in order for it to be reported?
• Should forest management be

recorded?

• We need to record direction of
change or is area based change
sufficient?



Crowd wise has a number of distinct advantages when
looking at complicated issues like mapping, with participants
having a wide range of specific needs:

 It ranks all scenarios as to their acceptability to the
group.

 It formally records consensus

 By using a secret ballot it allows all group participants to have an equal say in the
final outcome - as opposed to one or two figures dominating a public discussion

 It encourages the development of new scenarios beyond those presented.

In practice, a number of scenarios that address the issue are presented. These scenarios are
discussed and during open group discussion the scenarios are amended or new scenarios
added. Then, using a secret ballot, the scenarioss are ranked for preference (with 1 being
the lowest rank) by each particpant. The votes are tallied and the scenario with the highest
total rank is declared the consensus preference. The results are presented to the group with
the option of further refinement and re-voting if the vote is close.

The issues
The group was invited to address two problems in the TALAM project- at what scale to
record land cover in enclosed areas and what framework to use to map land cover change
in unenclosed areas.

For enclosed areas the issues are simple to express- its already agreed in the EPA, the NWG
on landcover and as an output from the ILMO project leading into TALAM, that the OSi
Prime2 mapping objects should be the spatial units (or objects) on which we record
landcover. In most cases each object (BUILDING, ROADWAY, LAKE) has only one obviuos
land cover but within an individual field landcover can be a little more complex and the
issue reduces to whether we should record a single dominant land cover or multiple land
cover in some way.

The scenarios were presented (by SG) on their own merits, no attmept by the TALAM team
was made to pre-judge or suggest one was better than the other. The scenarios were
presented as technically achievable with current methods and as exemplars of existing
international norms. Techncial responses were given to questions when required - but the
group was constantly reminded to judge the scenarios on how they best met their
operational needs regardless of techncial issues that the TALAM team may have in
achieveing these (some members of the the group had a better understanding of the geo-
technical issues , so it was impossible to conceal them completely).

For unenclosed areas the issues are a little more subtle - as these do not, by definition, have
predefined spatial objects with which to attribute land cover. So here the group had to



address how to create mapping objects that could be used to monitor change over time in
unenclosed areas.

Enclosed Scenarios

Four scenarios for dealing with enclosed areas were presented and explained with examples
to the group. Each scenario was characterised by the Minimum Object Size, MOS (the
smallest field in Prime2 that would be retained), Labelling rules (how to acsribe landocver
labels to the object- not what the labels should be), Repeat period (how often the mapping
should be repeated), Persistance (how long should a landcover be present before it is
recorded), Object Integrity (should we allow Prime 2 field objects to be subdivided) and
Minimum Change Unit (how big an area needs to change landcover between iterations in
order for it to be recorded).

The scenarios were:

 Classic- characteristics closely alligned with CLC

 Complex Classic- as above but we allow for the P2 objects to be subdivided above a
certain threshold

 Multiple Cover- P2 objects do not have a single landocver but are labelled with
primary and secondary landcovers.

 Continous Cover- similiar to ILMO maps produced- percentage cover of all landcover
types recorded for each P2 object

During Discussion two more scenarios were developed:

 Hybrid-All covers mapped as percentage of object but without respecting object
integrity

 Thematic dependent - Mapping criteria: repeat persistence and repeat period a
function of theme rather than object.



Table 1: Enclosed scenarios- A-D were presented and E&F were added during discussion

Enclosed

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E Scenario F

Description Classic Complex
Classic

Multiple-cover Continuous
Cover per
class

Hybrid Thematic Dependent

MOS 1ha 2ha 2-5ha 2-5Ha 0.5Ha 0.5Ha

Labelling Dominant
class only

Dominant
class only

Multiple above %
threshold

All covers as
%

All covers all
%

Dominant Class- with indicator of stability
with descriptive label of complexity

Repeat
period

5 years 5 years 5 2 Cover
Dependent

Thematic Dependent

Persistence 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year Thematic Dependent

Object
Integrity

Yes No Yes Yes No Yes

MCU MOS 1ha MOS 1ha MOS MOS



Unenclosed Scenario
A

Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E Scenario F Scenario 6

Description Classic Inventory
Points

Year 1 Objects
Segments

Year 1 Objects Core/Longer
term
segmentation

Grid/Cell Enhanced
Core

MOS 1ha 3x3 kernel 1ha 2-5ha 2-5ha 1Ha 1ha

Labelling Dominant
pixel class
only

Dominant
class only

Dominant
Class Only

All covers % All covers % All covers as % Dominant

Repeat period 5 years 5 years 5 5 5 5 5

Persistence 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 5years 1 year 5 years

Object Integrity No No Yes Yes No Yes No

Table 2: Unenclosed scenarios- A-F were presented and G was added during discussion



Unenclosed Scenarios

Six unenclosed scenarios were presented using the same criteria. These were:

 Classic- A pixel based classification of unenclosed areas, repeated every 5 years,
change noted. No fixed reporting objects/units

 Point Inventory: Pixel based classification but cover & change reported based on a
fixed grid of inventory points

 Yr1 segments: Image segmentation used to break up each area into homogeneous
objects - segmentation performed on first year and objects kept from then on.

 Yr 1 Objects- same as above but cover reported as percentage of all covers within
object post year one.

 Core segmentation: Image segmentation but based on a time series stack-
identifying long term stable object before subsequent classification

 Grid: Fixed cells of 1Ha act as P2 style object proxies for reporting

After discussion a few of the parameters were altered (MOS changed etc) and an extra
scenario added:

 Enhanced core: smaller segmented objects from long-term time series generated-
populated with dominant landcover class.

Voting
This was carried out in the manner explained above but before voting tool place there was

an exercise in participatory mapping where the group was split into two and each given the

same area to map. Little instruction on what and how to map were given- the purpose was

demonstrated how different outputs can satisfy the same apparent need. With groups

choosing to identify some features and not others and grouping common areas into larger

polygons (“clumpers”) or keeping small discreet polygons (“splitters”).



The discussion around this mapping exercise helped organise some of the issues before

voting began.



Enclosed Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E Scenario F

2 6 5 3 4 1
5 6 3 1 4 2
2 1 3 4 6 5
2 1 4 3 5 6
2 1 5 6 3 4
5 4 3 6 1 2
1 2 3 6 5 4
2 1 3 5 6 4
1 2 4 5 6 3
2 1 3 4 5 6
1 2 4 6 5 3
2 3 4 5 6 1

sum 27 30 44 54 56 41

Table 3: Enclosed scenarios voting results, each scenario was ranked with 6 highest and 1 lowest. Scenario A, the classic pixel approach was the
least favoured. By a small margin Scenario E- the Hybrid approach was the consensus choice.



Unenclosed Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E Scenario F Scenario G

1 3 2 4 7 5 6
1 2 4 5 7 3 6
2 1 3 6 7 5 4
1 2 4 6 7 3 5
3 1 4 5 7 2 6
1 2 3 4 7 5 6
1 2 3 6 7 4 5
2 1 4 3 5 6 7
1 2 5 6 4 7 3
1 3 4 5 7 2 6
1 2 5 4 6 3 7
1 2 3 5 6 7 4

sum 16 23 44 59 77 52 65

Table 4: Enclosed scenarios voting results, each scenario was ranked with 6 highest and 1 lowest. Scenario A, the classic pixel approach was the
least favoured. By a large margin Scenario E- the Core Segment approach was the consensus choice.



The voting prodcued a clear winner in the unenclsoed scenario - but a very narrow margin
for the enclosed. The close run enclosed result was discsuused and the group decided not to
re-vote but to stay with the result. It was explained to the group that one of the significant
benefits of the CrowdWise procedure was this ranking for all scenarios - so that in the face
of an insumountable technical problem- the TALAM team could instead look at the runner-
up option, confident in the knowledge of the level of exceptance of this second choice. In
both cases the “classic” pixel-by-pixel approach was the least favored.

It should be noted that the TALAM team did not vote, or express an opinion during voting
and the two scenarios selected are not the ones that the TALAM team would have chosen.
This can be seen as both a vindication of the crowdwise approach to record consensus and
the nescestity of seeking expert concensus in the first place.

Unenclosed Preferred Option:
Core Segmentation: Image segmentation will be used to create ersatz P2
management polygons with a 2-5ha size range. The segmentation will be
done on a long-term temporal image stack to identify “stable” polygons.
All covers will be mapped as a % to all polygons. Repeat time in 5 years,

with polygons integrity not respected between iterations.



Enclosed Preferred Option:
A minimum object size of 0.5ha, each object shall be labelled with the %
cover of all landcover classes - repeat period is cover dependent with
annual updates from OSi and FS and DAFM supplemented by less regular
EO derived updates. Land cover changes have to persist for at least 1 year
to be recorded. Prime 2 object integrity not respected with sub divisions
allowed (rule such as subdivide if > 0.5ha with a dominant landcover > 50%
that is different to dominant landcover in the parent object)



Next Steps

All participants felt the day was rewarding and the CrowdWise process simple and effective - many
would recommend the approach.

It was the general consensus that time constraints being what they are and a perceived need to
increase numbers, new forms of collaboration should be explored.

Therefore the next ½ day workshop will be a virtual event run across Teagasc MegaMeeting suite.
Preliminary results will be broadcast over a webinar, with a question and answer session.
Using NEF free software voting on refinement of scenarios and any classification issues will be done
using a CrowdWise app. It`s hoped that invited participants who could not attend Ashtown in person
would be willing to spend two to three hours on line.

A final meeting will be held as part of the end-of-year workshop - a short field trip as part of the
workshop will illustrate issues. A participant questioner on the consultation process will be carried
out and a short paper on the process of using CrowdWise for consensus building in mapping design
will be prepared for submission to Irish Geography.

Appendix: Materials prepared for the participants prior to event.

Schedule for TALAM Consensus Building

October 23rd Room 1 Conference Centre, Ashtown, Dublin

9.30 Arrive, coffee

9.50 Overview of the day and introduction to Crowd Wise-Stuart Green

10.10 Fiona Cawkwell- Introduction and current SOA landcover monitoring in Ireland & Current

Global & National Systems

11.00 Coffee

11.15 Discussion on Issues

 What classes to map – enclosed /unenclosed areas

 Dealing with intra-field complexity

 Minimum Mapping Unit in unenclosed area

 Change reporting approaches

1.15 Working lunch and mapping exercise

2.00 Vote on Issues & review maps

2.30 Discussion on Vote result, re-vote if needed

4.00 Coffee and re-vote



4.30 Review of level of agreement

4.50 End

Context
Irish landcover classification systems have been reviewed a number of times by national working

groups. This exercise is NOT intended to be a repeat of those previous activities, but will define the

characteristics for land cover mapping in the EPA funded TALAM project, which is likely to strongly

inform any future national mapping operations.

The national land use community in Ireland has teased out many of the theoretical issues in a

number of fora since 2009. Consensus has now built up around the utility of OSI objects within

PRIME2 as a mapping base, the importance of mapping systems over the maps themselves, and a

common understanding of the different needs of each element of the community.

However, in progressing with a land cover mapping system, it is important to reach a community

consensus on what basic national terrestrial information would be contained within an initial

product.

During our discussions we will focus on two areas; enclosed farmlands and un-enclosed uplands. In

the agricultural regions we need to decide land cover classes, minimum mapping area, and how to

record complexity. In the uplands we need to decide on land cover classes, minimum mapping area,

and how to accurately record change.

In considering the farmlands we will present a list of common land cover classes recorded across

Europe. Our job is to decide which classes are the most appropriate to Ireland, and which classes

satisfy the greatest number of requirements. Within the project, as a result of long term discussions

within the community, it has been decided that the PRIME2 database will form the basis for

reporting and recording land cover. However we need to decide what is the smallest object we can

report on, and most importantly we need to decide how to record complex and multiple land covers

within a single field boundary.

In upland areas where there are no predetermined PRIME2 boundaries we need to concentrate on

identifying land cover classes that can be meaningfully mapped and monitored for change. We need

to be aware that we are not creating a definitive habitat or land cover map, and only the land covers

that can be reliably monitored for change should be considered. Thus, we may need to consider

alternative reporting mechanisms within these large unenclosed polygons.

The day will start with a brief introduction to the task, and in particular to the concept of crowd wise

agreement, followed by the current state of the art in existing and cover mapping systems and

recent Irish land cover projects from the UCC research team led by Fiona Cawkwell. The day will be

facilitated by Stuart Green (in the remote sensing corner) and John Finn (in the ecology corner) from

Teagasc.

The crowd wise system is a formal way of recording consensus around an issue. It involves open

discussion activity and then voting on the relative value of the different options presented. For

example, in the issue of land cover classes we will first go through all possible classes to decide

which are relevant to Ireland, and we will then vote on which of the classes are the most important

to the greatest number of needs (the land cover classes will be numbered in order of importance in



the vote). The votes are then tallied and the consensus recorded (with another round of voting if it

is deemed necessary).

In order to stimulate discussion during a working lunch, the group will be split into two tables and

each will be asked to map an enclosed and unenclosed area. After lunch, whilst votes are being

tallied, the maps will be compared and this should highlight issues around relative importance,

especially in the unenclosed areas.

We are not attempting to agree on what are the most important things to map, neither are we

concerned with thematic detail. We want agreement on the mapping functionality that fully satisfies

the greatest number of national requirements.

If we can reach agreement, such that parties may be disappointed that specific targets are not to be

mapped, but that the output would be nationally important over a number of areas, then we have

reached a working consensus.

Please bear in mind, whilst this is an important project, it is not the final say. Our intention, in

conjunction with our partners in the EPA and the national working group on land cover mapping, is

to build the basis of a system in which multiple attributes from land cover to land use to habitats can

be held within the PRIME2 system.

We hope to achieve much in one day, however experience shows that some issues need to be

revisited. We will therefore be organizing the second half day workshop in the New Year for any

unresolved issues. Attending this one day session does not commit you to attending the second half

day workshop, however we do hope that today’s attendees will be happy to be kept informed of our

progress to ensure that the consensus is maintained.

In preparation for the crowd wise consensus building exercise we ask you to think about the issues

of land cover mapping within your organisation. It’s important that you consider actual needs rather

than wants, and also think about likely future needs (within say the next five years). It would also be

useful if you could look over the two papers below. The first looks at remote sensing from the

ecological point of view and the second at the issues in conservation of biodiversity from remote

sensing point of view; we hope that we’ll be able to fall somewhere between the two.

Satellite remote sensing for applied ecologists: opportunities and challenges

http://www.readcube.com/articles/10.1111/1365-2664.12261

Remote Sensing of Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation: A Review from the Perspective

of Remote Sensing Specialists

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3231003/

We attach the area to mapped in the exercise you may find it useful to examine it. The un-enclosed

area is Ben Bulben in Sligo, the enclosed area is. For your information we also attach the SAC report

Finally we present some links to currently available online land cover mapping services at the

national and the global-scale:

http://www.crowd-wise.org/Crowd_Wise/Home.html
http://www.readcube.com/articles/10.1111/1365-2664.12261
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3231003/


Corine Ireland (under LAND) : http://gis.epa.ie/Envision

Germany: http://decover-geoportal.info/decover/portal#menuleft-tab-layers

Austraia: http://www.landinformationsystem.at/en-us/geoportal.aspx

NewZealand : http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/land/land-cover-dbase/

VegScape: http://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/VegScape/

GeoGlam: http://www.earthobservations.org/geoglam_me.php

ESA CCI- http://maps.elie.ucl.ac.be/CCI/viewer/index.php

European forum for geo statistics: http://www.efgs.info/

We have deliberately kept preparatory material to an absolute minimum before the meeting as we

know everyone is busy, and as a group of professionals in landcover issues your need for background

information is small; however if you need any more detail please contact any of the project team:

Fiona Cawkwell: f.cawkwell@ucc.ie

Stuart Green: stuart.green@teagasc.ie

John Finn: John.Finn@teagasc.ie

http://gis.epa.ie/Envision
http://decover-geoportal.info/decover/portal#menuleft-tab-layers
http://www.landinformationsystem.at/en-us/geoportal.aspx
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/land/land-cover-dbase/
http://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/VegScape/
http://www.earthobservations.org/geoglam_me.php
http://maps.elie.ucl.ac.be/CCI/viewer/index.php
http://www.efgs.info/

